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September 20, Hi there, In my dream I was running around my apartment premises being chased by a baby
black snake. It had shiny eyes and was not a full grown but a smaller younger snake but fast. It chased me for
a while and then suddenly I looked behind to see where the snake was and suddenly a Squirrel I know came
and started fighting the Snake and Killed it. It would be very kind of you to tell me what it means Since I have
received 2 very contradicting views One saying it means something bad and one saying it is something
positive. Mary Duncan September 3, My dream was I was on a dark sanded beach and there was an island in
front of me and I saw a baby black snake swim towards me. It had a flared neck like a cobra but more
distinctive. It had bright blue eyes and we quickly became friends. I could talk to it and it answered me. I told
it that I was moving to the north island and it begged me to take it with me. I reassured it that it was coming
with me because it had already made such an impact with me. What does this mean? The snake was probably
sent to you to make a change. Wendy Jacobs August 31, My dream began at my parents house and one of the
spare bedrooms there was a small black snake chasing my niece and I asked my friends daughter to pick it up
and take it out the house so as she grab the baby snake and was walking behind me towards the garage The
snake began to increase by size and and she followed me to the garage I went in first and close the door behind
me when the door open it was my cousin holding the snake bringing the snake towards me and I said get rid of
it and just let the snake go I left the garage and came back and now the snake had tripled in size and was
swallowing someone whole then I woke up! Poleng August 12, I dreamt of a black snake here in our room. It
was the second time I dreamt of it. This time, the snake was rolled up like a coil in our room like it was
staying there. Then I also asked a favor to it to get my scissors which fell under the bed. In my dream, I woke
up with something hard on my foot, it was the scissor. And then when I turned to my right, the snake was tight
beside me like it was ready to swallow me. And so it did also. I opened the door and chased it outside, well, I
let it go then closed the door and windw. Meaning to the vacant lot beside our house. The anxiety it felt. My
momma left for work and she interpreted it as money, big money.. Then I started to google it. Turns out, it was
this.. Pure black with a white light combinations in her body.. I just saw it my dreams.. Tricia August 4, My
dream is a black snake along my neck and back and l told my husband to take it off as soon as he did there was
a burning sensation on my neck. Liz August 1, In my dream I had seen a psychic and in my reading she told
me to watch out for the black cobras, it almost felt like a seperate dream because I could only remember the
conversation in my dream not the actual reading itself. It came at me and I was then scared, I caught it by the
head as it lunged at me. Then I was devestated I had killed it? She explains how she found them.. What type of
dresses she wear them and how beautiful they areâ€¦. Can you please tell how should i consider this dream???
Janice July 20, I dreamed I was walking and came across a lot of black snakes with red dots on them dead and
as I walked someone was holding one to show me its dead, I continued to walk and ran into a lot of dead
snakes Deepa July 16, I saw a small thin long black snake in my dream just roaming around in my house as if
looking for sumthing. Dint try even once to harm us. But i was so scared of it n so running away from him.
While running i fell n wen d snake came towards me, my sleep broke n i woke up. Snake ate spider which was
near me and ran away. I woke up after. Anuja Rai July 14, In my dream a black snake was after me I was
running to save my life.. M worriedâ€¦ Poonam Raina July 13, I saw a black snake in my dream just roaming
around in my house as if looking for sumthing. But me n my mom were so scared of it n so running away from
him. Tabh se i have a feeling sumone very precious to me is going away from me. It hided somewhere beneath
the cot. Sruthi July 2, I had a dream of black cobra. The snake was super huge. When it bit the guy the put a
cloth around the place and then watched the cloth. It was all black venom. When I turned around to look at the
snake it started to talk. I was scared and then woke up. Latasha June 29, I had a dream about a blk snake being
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put into a loved ones mouth to keep them quiet. I would carry it around wrapped on my arm and we were like
buddies. I was going to my neighbors house and there was a HUGE one in my way. All I remember is
panicking. And every single snake was black. The first time, i and my father left the snake at a forest so no
harm for any people but then somehow it managed to follow me again. The snake killed every guy i know and
when it was coming to kill my father I somehow killed the snake. Magically that snake disappeared. And I had
a though that the snake will come again. And the dreams end i woked up terrifying. I personally believed that i
am being watched by something good or bad in a form of snake.
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Ann November 7, I dreamt of a 3 snake bites last night and next thing i went to the hospital and give treatment
by the doctor. And then im okay.. What does it means. Whitney C Johnson November 4, I tried vision
questing with a special kind of incense from a Wiccan store. I dreamt I was trying to save the guinea pigs from
a big black snake and he was fast and aggressive. I pried him off and ran in the house yelling I need to go to
the hospital. Then I went to a job I hated and owed ppl money I borrowed from and couldnt pay my bills.
There were a lot of snakes under my bed. I tried to shoo them away but one of the red snakes came out from
under my bed and then it immediately bit me on both of my arms. Then I called my friend for help and asked
her to tie a piece of cloth on both of my arms so that the venom wont spread immediately but no one can tie it
tight enough. Ann November 4, I had a dream last night where my father of which has passed away my sister
and I were in my grandmothers old living room and I looked down at my fathers feet and there was a snake
coiled and biting into him near his feet area. I was so scared as I fear snakes more than anything. I tried to kill
it and got up to realize there was another snake. I kept trying to catch them to put them in a bag to take them
outside or get it away. In real life, I would never do this as I am terrified of snakes. This dream really bothers
me though. Anonymous November 3, Dream of snack bite on my foot, a timing snack and did not want to let
go of my foot Wondering November 1, I had a dream early this morning, that I had a pet snake. It was green
with a little red on it, and I seemed to know it. I put my right hand in some kind of towel and the snake bit me.
I was surprised, and it bit me again. I threw a pillow at it, which knocked it down, but it sprung up and bit my
arm. Someone was with meâ€¦ I think it might have been my husband. Tae October 26, Hello I dream that I
had moved into a nice new house with water around it. I love fishing and my family was around. People were
screaming at me to aim and shoot better. The snake still end up biting someone on the back that was sitting at
the table my husband ran out hitting the snake with the gun I was so scared I woke up! What does this mean?
The snake was blue and aggressive! I think it had green on it to.. Thanks waiting on reply. Chucky November
1, I think your dream means that you really want to help the people you love in life, but their choices and
outcomes are out of your control no matter how much you love or care about them. They are ultimately
responsible for what happens to them. Raquel October 21, Wierd drean i felt something moving in my bed by
my neck i grabbed it it was a tail i felt a long tail and heard a slither soung. Snakes head pooped out amd
before it fell it bit my right back hand it felt so real. Anonmousye October 21, Had a dream last night that i
was running from my ex husband and the creak the grow near by was the area I was running from. I had jump
over a small narrowing and the snake was sitting thier how ever he had not bitten me but the ex husband.
Josephine October 21, Hi i was dreaming for 2 consecutive nights i was sorrounded by a cobra snakes the are
attacking and bit me on my ankle and legs and im trying to depend my self by holding their heads to avoid the
attack. What is the meaning of my dream? Thanks Leanne October 21, I had a dream lastnight that me and an
old school friend where on a trampoline and she had this snakeâ€¦. But then she wound the snake up and it
came over and bit me on the back of the leg. We can only see the tails. Some of them we were afraid because
they would take gesture to attack but when we retreated, they would be fine. In a room, I was alone, I saw 2
snake tails which seem to be enclosed in a little tunnel and the head part was exposed, I then get a bolo so I
can get rid of the head. Was able to move quickly and bit me on the back of my right leg. I managed to kill
one snake but the other one bit me on the back of left arm. That was when I ran to tell my companions that I
needed to go to the hospital. I tied the part above the bitten area so as to reduce whatever venom there was.
And then I woke up feeling the sting of the bite Alwyn Comilang Millar October 18, I dreamt of a small snake
bit me on my left thumb. I let it suck my blood coz he was thirsty and no water to be found. Little fear I felt
but more of a decision to help to let the snake quench its thirst. What does my dream means? EeeyGeyy
October 18, I had a dream last night about snake. I saw a snake at the sea, I run but still the snake reach my
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right foot and bite me. Then I wake up. What is that mean? Sunshine October 17, All I remember is that the
snake was black and yellow and I had got bit in the neck and woke up after that. Any interpretations would be
greatly appreciated. Thank you in advance. Yvonne October 17, I was going somewhere and I started meeting
death snakes on my way. From the smallest to the biggest after every 30second walk. When I saw the big one
from afar, I decided to return back and not continue the journey. The size of the snake scared me. As I was
returning, I met a guy who told me of the mother of the biggest snake I saw who died close to my friends
house and I went to see it. On getting there I met that the snake was burnt but the snake resurrected
immediately, ran and killed the guy standing close to me. As I started running out of fear, the snake followed
me and I woke up just when it was about to bite the back of my neck. As I was returning, I met a guy who told
me of another snake who died close to my friends house and I went to see it. On getting there I met that the
snake was burnt but the snake redirected immediately, ran and killed the guy close to me. As I started running
out of fear, the snake followed me and I woke up just when he was about to bite the back of my neck. Gia
Manor October 16, We have 27 green tree pythons,in my dream my husband and I were at a friends and he
just left me there and I suspected that he had cheated, in real life i have my suspicions. We went somewhere
and there was this winding path of green tree pythons and it was the only path i could take and as i started
going down the path the snakes started biting me, all on left foot and left hand. After i got out my husband
plucked the teeth that were stuck in my hand,but they werent teeth. I dont know what they were. I did feel the
snake bites, i was not scared just really mad. And I was super angry with my husband cause he also tried
turning it around on me saying im cheating which he does do in my waking life. We are also moving upnorth
and im nervous and concerned as I will be away from family. What doez this dream mean? My October 15, In
dream v need to travel back to our home from vacation n suddenly snake come. V pack it in our bag. My mom
get snake out of bag she struggle n then snake bite my mother. V took her to hospital n she is fine. I tried to
tell everyone in my house about this snake and how it just bit me but no one took me seriously and it was
more like a look of I told you soâ€¦. Holly October 13, I had a dream that a very poisonous snake bit my right
hand and I had a hard time getting anyone to take my bite seriously. Finally get attention of a nurse off duty
and she takes me to a doc. So weird and terrifying! Enzo October 14, Holly is that you and your baby in the
picture? Does your dream been happening before you had a baby or the dream had already been happening
whe you already have a baby.?
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Open Library is an initiative of the Internet Archive, a (c)(3) non-profit, building a digital library of Internet sites and other
cultural artifacts in digital form.

We are an organisation that invites artists to contribute one minute long videos. These videos are published in
series composed by various curators. We encourage you to submit your videos and participate in the project.
For news and future events, please visit our Facebook page. Nominees The One Minutes Jr. The nominees are
invited to come to the Netherlands to attend the screening, to follow a master class from professional
filmmakers and to attend the awards ceremony. The Jury will hand out three Tommy Awards. The jury
members are Dutch comedian Gover Meit a. The series consists of nine One Minutes by various artists on real
estate and automation. The series consists of 16 One Minutes by various international visual artists
challenging the socio-political status of freedom. How can we re-interpret the world beyond the intimacy of
our eyes? The series is a mixtape of 16 one-minute films on the future of freedom. The series is the result of an
extensive research of The One Minutes collection and consists of twenty-two videos. With this selection the
viewers are invited to reach out to their primordial thoughts with a critical touch. Frame by frame the
problematic of the instinctive within the modern will be reflected, sometimes in abstract forms and sometimes
with atonal interruptions along this composition of selected videos. The Human Puppet asks artists to look
within and portray themselves as an existential Puppet, whose strings are pulled by a modern life immersed in
a dark corporatist simulated reality. What is real and what is not? The illusions of the self and the puppets we
live in are dissected personally by each creator in the show. Ullrich invited filmmakers and artists to make
one-minute video forecasts concerning daily decision-making. She also selected films from the vast The One
Minutes Collection. Her final selection consists of 18 films forming one story about algorithms turning us into
expectators, paralyzed by one future. What can you say about injustice? How to pursue a just world? The
answers to these questions cannot be presented in a vacuum but must be done in public. Gario invited artists
and filmmakers to propose works of one shot in public space commenting on justice. He also selected films
from the vast The One Minutes Collection. Could cinema be an art of embodiment? By what rituals and
actions could vision become tactile? The series consists of 14 One Minutes redefining the self in a digital era.
Life or file oftentimes in our present perception seems almost undistinguishable. Only a switch of two letters,
and one is either on this or the other side of the real or the virtual. The lived or the preserved. The experienced
or the watched. From the vast The One Minutes Collection, Studio David Claerbout made a very subjective
choice of thirty-seven videos of different lives, voices, perspectives, imaginations, fun, pain, madness and
peace. The series consists of 12 One Minute contributions invited by Spooner from writers, musicians,
exhibition makers, architects and poets who understand well that, no matter how brief, and how urgently
assembled, a composition is a composition because it is a continuous present. Ruller invited artists and
designers to escape into reality in virtual worlds. To show the action of performance art, use body as a surface
and undergo body experiments. The series consists out of 32 One Minutes and aims to reveal what it means to
be human in these uncertain times of organized control and theatrical politics. How is it to be part of a world
that is an ever-changing network? His selection of 14 films features new popular character making and
communication tools such as Second Life, Face Swap, Snapchat, augmented reality and Virtual Reality. And
make a healing tool out of it!
Chapter 4 : Dream Analyzer: An Online Dream Interpretation Service
The best way to most accurately interpret your own dreams is to build up your own dream dictionary, which can only be
done over time. Another thing to be aware of, if you have a fear of something in your daily life, if it turns up in a dream, it
usually is pointing to something you are afraid to face in your waking life.
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Chapter 5 : How to Predict the Future by Interpreting Your Dreams: 11 Steps
Comment: Shows some signs of wear, and may have some markings on the inside. % Money Back Guarantee. Shipped
to over one million happy customers. Your purchase benefits world literacy!

Chapter 6 : 3 Ways to Lucid Dream - wikiHow
Your dream symbol of the "act of rape" as a communication from your DreamSelf is saying that right now there is, in
some manner, a forceful and violent taking of your own energy that is going on within you and your everyday life.

Chapter 7 : The One Minutes - The One Minutes
Title / Author Type Language Date / Edition Publication; 1. How to interpret your own dreams (in one minute or less) 1.

Chapter 8 : calendrierdelascience.com:Customer reviews: How to Interpret your Own Dreams (In One Minu
- How To Interpret Your Own Dreams by Tom Chetwynd ISBN HOW TO INTERPRET YOUR OWN DREAMS (I One
Minute or Less) An Encyclopedic Dictionary.

Chapter 9 : How to interpret your own dreams (in one minute or less) ( edition) | Open Library
To use one of these resources, go back to your dream journal, find important images, and then search for them. Try to
be exhaustive and specific for, as you will see, the dictionaries often give very specific meanings.
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